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Usb rechargeable aa batteries review

With the rise of portable devices such as laptops, mobile phones, MP3 players and cordless power tools, the need for rechargeable batteries has increased significantly in recent years. Rechargeable batteries have been available since 1859, when the French physicist Gaston Plante invented the lead acid cell. With a lead anode, a lead dioxide cathode and a sulfuric acid
electrolyte, the Plante battery was a precursor to today's car battery. Non-rechargeable batteries, or primary cells, and rechargeable batteries, or secondary cells, produce power exactly the same way: through an electrochemical reaction involving an anode, cathode and electrolyte. However, in a rechargeable battery, the reaction is reversible. When electrical energy from an
external source is applied to a secondary cell, the negative is returned to the positive electron flow that occurs during discharge, and the cell's charge is restored. The most common rechargeable batteries on the market today are lithium-ion batteries (LiOn), although nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) and nickel-cadmium batteries (NiCd) were also once very common. When it comes to
rechargeable batteries, not all batteries are created equal. NiCd batteries were among the first widely available secondary cells, but they suffered from an inconvenient problem called memory effect. Basically, if these batteries were not completely discharged every time they were used, they would quickly lose capacity. NiCd batteries were largely phased out in favor of NiMH
batteries. These secondary cells boast a higher capacity and are only minimally affected by the memory effect, but they do not have a very good durability. Like NiMH batteries, LiOn batteries have a long life span, but they hold a charge better, work at higher voltages and come in a much smaller and lighter package. Essentially all the high quality portable technology manufactured
these days benefits from this technology. However, LiOn batteries are not currently available in standard sizes such as AAA, AA, C or D, and they are significantly more expensive than their older counterparts. With NiCd and NiMH batteries, charging can be tricky. You need to be careful not to overcharge them, as this can lead to reduced capacity. To prevent this from happening,
some chargers switch to a trickle charge or simply turn off when charging is complete. NiCd and NiMH batteries must also be reconditioned, which means you should fully discharge and recharge them every once in a while to minimize any loss in capacity. LiOn batteries, on the other hand, have sophisticated chargers that prevent overcharging and never need to be reconditioned.
Even rechargeable batteries will eventually die, although it can take hundreds of fees before it happens. When they finally give out, be sure to get rid of them at a recycling plant. Next, we'll take a look at battery arrangements. At my house, we use a lot of AA batteries. I made a bill recently and found there are 36 AA batteries used around our spring Some of these are often
replaced, like those in wii remotes and in my son self-propelled schools bus toy-others are rarely replaced (less than annually), like those in the wall clocks. My estimate is that in an average month, we replace 10 AA batteries. Because of our heavy battery use–120 AA on average for a year–we were interested in finding an alternative to this expense, and we found that investing in
good rechargeable batteries up front will save significant money in the long run. Let's go through this step by step. To make a fair cost comparison, I'll use prices from Amazon.com-a bargain shopper will be able to find better prices on specific items, but by using the same source, we can make a fair and valid price comparison. Annual cost of non-rechargeable AA batteriesThen in
any given year we burn through 120 AA batteries in our house, we obviously buy them in bulk in the largest packages we can. We have also tried many, many different brands of AA batteries and we have found that for our use, we almost always get the best value for money from e2 Titanium batteries. They don't have the longest life among the ones we've tried, but my wife and I
have both observed that they have a very long life for the dollar. So what do these batteries cost? You can get a twelve pack of e2 Titanium batteries at Amazon.com for $7.77. Since we use 120 per year, these batteries cost us $77.70 per year. G /O Media can get a commissionG / O Media can get a commissionPhilips Hue Smart Bulb 3 PackStartup The cost of rechargeable AA
batteriesIn order to effectively use rechargeable for our AA battery use, we need to replace all 32 batteries with rechargeable, with four batteries to spare so that we can replace fresh immediately and then put the empty charger. We also need to invest in a charger. After researching rechargeable, I found that almost every source is recommended using eneloop rechargeable
batteries because they don't get weaker after many charges and, more importantly, they keep their charge very well while just sitting there. I'm also investing in a quality battery charger that will last forever. Since I want these batteries to be a seamless replacement for our old AA, I'm willing to buy the best one. As a result, I chose the GE/SANYO eneloop AA batteries, which are
available for $11.20 for a set of four on Amazon. Since I need 36 batteries, this is a starting cost of $100.80 for the batteries. G / O Media can get a commission $ 13For the charger, I followed the recommendations and selected a La Crosse BC-900, which not only charges batteries, but actually completely discharges them before starting a charge, extending the number of charges
that you can get out of a battery significantly. Unfortunately, there is another great cost here—$47.94. Thus, the starting cost of our rechargeable battery usage is $148.74. I that I could cut some corners here and reduce costs by buying other rechargeable or a lower lower but the goal is to make the transition from disposable AA as seamless as possible. G/O Media can get a
commissionMaintenance The cost of rechargeable AA BatteriesI put the charger on my handy Kill-A-Watt to see how much electricity is actually used in a charge-and I was surprised. The battery recharger ate up 0.02 kilowatt hours per AA battery charged. Since I would be charging 120 AA batteries in any given year, the charger would eat up 2.4 kilowatt hours per year. With
electricity costing $0.10 per kilowatt hour these days, that means the charge cost per year for rechargeable is $0.24.G/O Media can get a commission $32Comparing twoLet look at this year. In the first year we would spend $77.70 on non-rechargeable. At the same time, we would spend $148.74 on starting costs for our rechargeable batteries, plus $0.24 for charging, giving a total
cost of $148.98 for rechargeable. Ouch-after a year, the non-rechargeable is way ahead, $71.28 is cheaper. In the second year, however, rechargeable gets revenge. The non-rechargeable costs $77.70 again, giving us a total cost over the two years of $155.40. The rechargeable just adds another $0.24 on the pile, making for a total cost over the two years of $149.22. Thus, after
two years, rechargeable $6.18 is cheaper, even after the huge initial investment. Each year after that, the cost investment in rechargeableis $0.24, while the non-rechargeable costs $77.70—an annual saving of $77.44. For us in the long term, rechargeable is clearly a good investment in the long term. Let's look at it in a different way. In the examples I used above, the
rechargeable batteries cost $2.80 each and non-rechargeable costs $0.65 each. On top of that, there was also the starting cost of the charger itself—I used a very high-end charger in the example. The best way to spread out that cost fairly is to divide the cost of the charger by the number of rechargeable batteries you buy. So, to the $47.94 charger above, my cost per battery for
my 36 batteries was $1.33, giving me a total cost per battery of $4.13 per battery. At that rate I have to recharge these batteries 7 times to match the cost of disposable batteries. For me, that will take only about two years on average (some will be charged more often, some less, but that's the average)-after that, this will turn into a big investment. What's better for me? Let's look at
the numbers in general. The more AA you use in your home in total, the higher your rechargeable start-up cost. This is because you have to buy more high quality rechargeables to rotate in the mix as the old ones wear out. You may want to just get rechargeable for the items you use frequently to reduce that number, but it's really worth just getting rechargeable to all the places in
your home where you use AAs.On the other hand, the more you use up every month, the faster the start cost will be and you will benefit from the investment. If you have a lot of heavy products going through batteries like a child going through candy on Halloween, then this number is pretty high and it's worth diving into rechargeable. The best way to determine if this is worth to you
is to keep track of how many AA batteries you are replacing over a long period-say, six months-and how many AA batteries you have in your home. The easiest way to count batteries is to buy a giant jumbo pack of AAs and write the date of purchase on the back, then note the day you use up the last of the batteries – this will give you a good idea of how many AAs you use in an
average month. Here's a thumbnail calculation: divide the number of batteries you waste in a given year by the number of batteries total in your home (plus some for backup purposes). For us it would be 120 divided by 36, or 3.3. That's how many times you'll charge (or replace) an average battery in a year, and the higher it is, the more you get out of a battery charger. My
suggestion is that if your number is over two, look seriously at getting high quality rechargeable in rotation. If it is more than four, you should definitely get good rechargeable in rotation. I am personally convinced that any household that has even a single device that uses a high amount of batteries should look seriously in rechargeable. It takes some time to overcome the initial
investment, but after that the savings are pretty nice-it's basically batteries free. Are rechargeable batteries really cost effective? | The Simple DollarTrent Hamm is a personal finance writer at TheSimpleDollar.com. After withdrawing from his own financial crisis, he founded the site in late 2006 to help others through economically difficult situations; today the site has become an
economy, insurance, and retirement resource. Contact Trent at trent AT the simple dollar DOT com; please send site inquries to inquries AT the simple dollar DOT com. Image remixed from wetc1 (Shutterstock). Want to see your work at Lifehacker? E-mail Tessa. Tessa.
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